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Democrats Blame ‘Gun Owners of America’ For Gun Control Setback
SAHIL KAPUR
NY) about a bipartisan compromise on expanding background checks for gun
A little known pro-gun lobby that’s well to the right of the National Rifle
purchases.
Association has complicated efforts to reach a solution on gun control legislation,
“His staff admitted that it kind of irritated the senator,” Pratt told the paper.
top Democrats have said in recent days.
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background checks continue, as Democrats are now seeking to win over Sen. Pat
GOA is proud of its obstinacy against gun control. In a New York Times profile
Toomey’s (R-PA) support for a compromise deal.
of the group last week, its executive director Larry Pratt took credit for scaring
Meanwhile, the Gun Owners of America is flexing its muscle in first major gun
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“They [GOA] are strong defenders of the Second Amendment,”
said Senator Ted Cruz, Republican of Texas.
–– New York Times, April 3, 2013
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Upstart Group Pushes Harder Than the N.R.A.
SPRINGFIELD, Va. —
expand background checks and increase penalties for illegal gun purchases, and
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Oklahoma, was plotting with Democrats on a bill to expand background checks
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It wasn’t long until Mr. Coburn, a gun rights advocate, had backed away from
Gun Owners of America’s total revenue in 2011 was less than $2 million,
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The group has already been successful in both freezing senators, particularly
But, like many grass-roots groups, it is loud. Its members pepper Republican
Republicans, who have appeared to be on the fence about supporting bills to
lawmakers with calls. In Republican primaries, the group supports candidates that

“Gun Owners of America [has] been pressing lawmakers who may
have wavered on this emotional issue of background checks.”
–– CNN’s Wolf Blitzer, April 10, 2013
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Gun Owners of America out-hardlines the NRA
The group has been gaining power and effectively targeting Republicans in an effort to halt gun control legislation
The NRA’s smaller but more hardline gun lobby cousin, Gun Owners of
– which led to newfound media exposure. At the time, the NRA and other gun lobby
America, is steadily gaining influence and pressuring Republicans to oppose gun
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In March, GOA’s Erich Pratt shocked his opponent from the Brady
Campaign –– and Fox’s Lou Dobbs –– by arguing against background
checks, saying that law-abiding citizens should not have to prove their
innocence to the government before exercising their God-given rights.
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GOP Senators Pushed to Join Gun Filibuster
Lobbying Group's Members Confront Lawmakers Back Home During Two-Week Spring Recess
By JANET HOOK And KRISTINA PETERSON
pressure because he has worked with a bipartisan group that is negotiating a bill
Opponents of new gun restrictions have mobilized during Congress's twoto expand the system of background checks of gun purchasers.
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President Barack Obama and other gun-control advocates want to expand the
Among those being questioned back home was Sen. Tom Coburn (R., Okla.),
checks to almost all gun purchases.
a conservative and gun-rights advocate who has come under heavy lobbying
A bipartisan group of senators, including Sens. Charles Schumer (D., N.Y.),

“Whenever the NRA tries to be reasonable, the Gun Owners of America
becomes more unreasonable and that pushes the NRA. At one time they were
the only organization that dealt with this. Now you’ve got Gun Owners of
America which is way to the –– I guess you would say the ‘right’ –– of what
the NRA is. It makes it hard for the NRA to be reasonable.”
–– Senator Harry Reid, April 6, 2013 on Nevada Public Radio
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Meet Washington’s Other Gun Lobby. It Loves Guns Even More than the NRA.
By Josh Voorhees
[Pratt] would like to unravel the existing ones on gun purchases, fearing they will
In the wake of Newtown and during the debate over gun control and safety
lead to a national gun registry. “We have opposed them from the beginning,” he
that has since ensued, most of the pro-gun attention has been on the National Rifle
said, “because there will be mission creep.”
Association, the largest, best-known and best-funded gun lobby in the country.
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When it comes to the voting records of lawmakers, the GOA is also a tougher
Gun Owners of America’s central mission now is to prevent the passage of
grader than the NRA. While the better-known organization awards A-ratings to
several bills about to hit the Senate floor. It is also lobbying for a House bill that
Democratic senators like Max Baucus of Montana and Mark Warner of Virginia (A+
would eliminate gun-free school zones. ... [The] group’s positions tend to veer
in Baucus' case), the upstart group factors in non-gun legislation (like Obamacare)
farther right than those of the N.R.A. Instead of expanding background checks,
to hand those senators a D- and F, respectively. On the other end of the spectrum,

“Gun Owners of America’s Larry Pratt had a great showdown with CNN’s Wolf Blitzer...
[Pratt] did an excellent job of not only pushing back against the idea that the Constitution
is up for grabs every time the wind shifts and the public opinion polls change, but also
making the point that there will be a political price to pay by those –– like Senators
Manchin and Toomey –– who so blithely trample on the Second Amendment.”
–– ConservativeHQ, April 12, 2013
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The Math Doesn’t Add Up for Gun Control Advocates
By ERICH PRATT, Director of Communications for
Gun Owners of America
President Obama wants us to believe that 90
percent of Americans support background checks –– a
dubious claim to be sure. But even if true, since when
do liberties guaranteed by our Bill of Rights become
subject to a popular vote?
Polls that throw around the 90 percent figure are
suspect for many reasons. For starters, they claim that
roughly 80 percent of Gun Owners of America and
National Rifle Association members support background
checks. But after polling our members, we found that
fewer than 5 percent support such restrictions –– thus
obliterating the credibility of these polls which purport
to speak for our supporters.
Not only did a Quinnipiac poll say that, by a margin of 48 to 38 percent,
Americans think background checks will lead to confiscation, a recent CBS News
poll found that only 47 percent of Americans want stricter gun control. So if that's
true, how is it that twice that number supposedly want background checks
expanded? The numbers just don't add up.
The fact is, background checks are dangerous because:
• They force law-abiding citizens to prove their innocence to the government

before exercising a constitutionally protected right –– something that we
wouldn't tolerate with the First Amendment;
• They require the names of gun owners to be sent to the FBI, thus creating
the framework for a national registration system –– a cause for concern when
politicians like Democratic Governor Andrew Cuomo of New York and others
have called for gun confiscation; and
• They use a database through which government bureaucrats unduly denied
more than 150,000 military veterans their constitutional rights, without any
due process whatsoever, based on things such as PTSD.
Proponents claim that background checks prevent thousands of people from
buying guns every year. It's a lie. In 2010, only 13 people were incarcerated for
illegally trying to purchase a gun –– meaning that the thousands of people with
initial denials weren't ultimately stopped from buying a gun on the street. It's also
a lie that 40 percent of gun purchases are done through private sales; The
Washington Post gave Obama "Three Pinocchios" for this claim.
Finally, under Operation Fast & Furious, the Obama administration knowingly
approved the sales of thousands of firearms to criminals. It is the height of
hypocrisy for Obama to then tell Americans they will be safer with expanded
background checks when the chief gun runner in America –– Obama himself ––
was ultimately responsible for the program that directly led to hundreds of Mexican
deaths.

